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Jedwell's room or, if the wind dropped, under the elms,
sheltered by a scoop of the ground, pausing to gaze up
through their branches at the sky, aswirl with ribbons of
cloud. Two ravens were building, he remembered; the
sun armoured them in gold when they moved. Over the
rookery, kestrel were active, and, though the grey-backed
crows chased them continually, they returned again and
again. Everywhere, in defiance of gusts of snow, life was
being renewed. Primrose and daffodil were out, and the
air at noon would be fresh and warm with a taste of flowers
in it.
On the opposite bank, he thought, staring into the
darkness over his bed, larks will be singing; and it may be
that by to-morrow morning the cattle will be in the fields.
As he lay with a rough sheet dragged under his chin,
imagining the long, gentle course of the succeeding day,
the red and green wools and the shifting battle-fronts
became entangled with the discourse of Timaeus, and,
spent in thought, he sighed with the tranquillity of passion
appeased, and, turning on his pillow, slept until morning.
As April passed, and French's dispatches on Neuve
Chapelle appeared in the papers from home, and kingcups
came out on the island in the moat, Lewis began to go on
to the ramparts later in the day. There was delight, not
only in his study of Plato, but in emerging from it—a
blessed knowledge that he might return when he would,
and that, though books were left behind, their wisdom
would accompany him and maintain a ghostly world about
him, glowing in his spirit as the memory of a summer's
day continues though darkness fall. Even material things
were affected in his sight by this afterglow of meditation.
They appeared now in a special calm, always at a little
remove from himself; and when, in the evenings before
dinner, he went out eager for company after many hours
of silence, the earth seemed to be newly revealed to him,
as it had been long ago when for the first time the Odyssey
changed in his mind from words into music.
The brown sail of a barge, whose hull was concealed
by the deep canal-banks, would rise out of the meadows
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